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Do not buy this game. In order to activate this game it asks for your first name, last name, zipcode, address, email, etc. Even if
you gave it accurate information it can't contact whatever idiotic server it has trying to process your request. Then it tells you
that since it can't talk to the server, you are stuck in demo mode. Thanks game, you are truly just stupid.. Possibly the most fun
4 player co-op game i have ever played. The puzzles are great, ranging from super easy to actually having to think about. They
are also varied. Gun play is good, and some moments you get 100 enemies on screen and it gets hectic.

Played 4 hours and only half way through the campaign. Not even touched horde mode or score attack. Graphics are okay, not
the best but it runs great.

Would be happy with my purchase if i paid £40, but 3rd party sites have this at £12. If you have 3 friends and want a fun,
challenging run and gun puzzler then pick up this game, its GREAT.. Paying extra money ... FOR VIRTUAL LEGO PANTS!.
Just trying to support the dev!. Finally something worth playing! It is not a one more usual boring horror game. It has its own
story, atmosphere and a few new interesting game mechanics. I definitely recommend this game to people who like special
immersive and thrilling games such as Layers of Fear.
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A truly wonderful game. It has meaning beyond what I've seen in so many games today. This is a must-buy. It makes you think.
Your actions have true, great, consequences. It's a truly great way to wrap up the series. 10/10.

Now to get rid of that accursed happy-sad feeling you get when you finish a series.. Very relaxing, enjoyable and simple game.
The mechanics are mostly like a quick-fire math puzzle/risk assessment, where you're trying to wager the cost-benefit of killing
enemies. The items you receive have an impact on this but you have no control over which items you will get (unless you play a
different gamemode). Overall, well worth the price and a game I will enjoy playing for a while going forward. I only wish for a
port to Mac and mobile so I can play at work.. Great DLC with great new attractions and rides!. I swear more people played this
game in beta than now. I enjoy this game and it can be really fun but there are never any players online. the AI are a decent
replacement but their not the same. love the game but it needs to be free for a little bit or something to get more players.. I
consider this DLC to be essential.. One of the first games I remember buying, X-Wing Alliance™ takes a bunch of realistically
3d modelled Star Wars ships and allows you to fly them. You can fly YT-1300 freighters, X-Wings, and a ton of other "real"
Star Wars ships and fighters in Star Wars X-Wing Alliance. It's challenging, it requires some doing and re-doing to learn the
objectives of missions, and the keyboard controls can be a little cumbersome at times, but the depth of customization and ability
to do "real" Star Wars-y things such as unfolding X-Wing "S-foils," redirect power from engines to shields and weapons, and
hop in the turret while your droid flys set this game apart from more arcade style shooters, and gently suggest a proper simulator
role for this title.. I'm not a fan of fantasy games, but this one is good.
There is a lot of stuff to do here, from managing cities under your control to discovering dungeons and relics.
Shadow Magic also comes with a random map generator, a campaign and a custom campaign generator.
This game is more complex than I thought: in fact, I had to go through all the tutorial scenarios.

Edit:
I cannot believe how good this game is.
I've put a fair amount of hours into it (offline) and I can tell you, without any hesitation, that Shadow Magic is one of the best
games ever made.
The atmosphere is sublime, the random map generator is perfect (every single scenario will feel totally different), the AI plays
incredibly well (and cheats a lot) and it is ready to exchange spells or forge alliances.
You have to carefully plan every single move, otherwise you will be destroyed. This is not a game you can play casually at
harder difficulties (king or emperor).

Buy Shadow Magic immediately if you're looking for a deep strategy game.. 9/11 turned me into a nuke and now want to
become a lesbian. I now identify myself as a B2 Stealth Bomber.. It's a no from me.
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